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Israel s leading supermarket chain chooses SurveyToGo Server to power storecompliance & loss-prevention audits management
Situation
In a competitive business environment like the supermarket market,
Super market chains are expected to both retain a strong & consistent
brand name while generating more revenues. Supermarket chains have
recognized store-compliance audits as a critical means of keeping
consistent brand recognition across and through all the various stores
spread out the country, while loss-prevention methods are put in place in
order to retain and generate logistic profitability requiring field-audits
and inspections as well.
While pen & paper based field audits have been around for decades,
continuing growth in physical stores and the need to manage store
compliance & loss prevention audits in real-time has quickly become a
real-life requirement, current pen & paper based field audit methods are
obsolete.
Blue Square Israel Ltd. (BSI) is Israel s leading supermarket chain. With
three supermarket brands and over 180 stores, Blue Square was the first
retail business in Israel to receive ISO 9002 certification for quality in
customer service, and its pioneering logistics center is also ISO 9002
approved. In 2006, the Company s sales totaled $1.5 billion, representing
about 25% of Israel s total supermarket sales. The Company s shares
(symbol: BSI) are traded on both the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
and the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange (TASE), while the shares of Blue Square
Israel s subsidiary, Blue Square Real Estate (BSRE) are traded on the
TASE.
Previously, Blue Square surveyors performed store-compliance audits
and loss-prevention inspections using pen & paper based surveys. Blue
Square management found these procedures very inefficient.
The old traditional solution consisted of paper forms which had to be
printed and delivered to the field surveyors. While on the field, surveyors
had to run around carrying a sack full of paper forms and fill them out.
Later that day, the surveyors had to re-type the entire form on their
computer and send the final result to central management. In the
intensive & demanding world of store-compliance and loss-prevention,
this offered very limited functionality. BSI needed to deliver essential
business information and reports to management faster, and cheaper.
BSI also needed to make work easier for the field workforce. BSI looked
for an end-to-end solution which would improve on the old-fashioned
way they conduct store-compliance audits and loss-prevention
inspections.

Solution Overview
Company
Blue Square Israel Ltd.
Customer Profile
Blue Square Israel Ltd. is
Israel s leading supermarket
chain. With three supermarket
brands and over 180 stores. In
2006, the Company s sales
totaled $1.5 billion,
representing about 25% of
Israel s total supermarket
sales.
Business Situation
Blue Square searched for an
end-to-end solution to power
its store-compliance audits &
loss prevention inspection
needs spanning the entire
supermarket chain.
Solution Description
BSI field auditors now conduct
inspections using a mobile
device equipped with
SurveyToGo. Audit forms are
created by BSI staff. Audits
are constantly synched to the
central office for analysis,
processing & reporting.
Benefits
· Enhanced productivity of
field auditors.
· Reports & data
automatically delivered on
a daily basis
· Higher data quality
including previously nonexisting data such as
photos
· Faster reaction time to
store-compliance and lossprevention issues
Country/Region
Israel

Solution
Blue Square Israel looked to Dooblo to help them meet these challenges by incorporating Dooblo s
SurveyToGo solution. This solution allows BSI to deploy centrally managed mobile electronic surveys
through rich clients which fully utilize the Microsoft® Windows Mobile® Powered Pocket PCs.
All electronic-mobile forms are designed by BSI personnel using an easy yet powerful mobile surveys
designer while the devices are centrally managed and are synchronized with the SurveyToGo Server.
Complete audit life-cycle management is incorporated into the solution allowing BSI complete control
over the way store-compliance audits and loss-prevention inspections are processed, analyzed and
turned into end user reports.
Using SurveyToGo, audits and inspections data is streamlined from the field - including attachments
such as pictures through the administration center modules for data quality assurance to the
customer's desktop in the form of ultra flexible and customizable reports. This data flow is depicted in
the following figure:
SurveyToGo Data Flow Architecture:

The flexible & customizable design of the solution allows BSI to continually customize the solution to fit
the ever changing needs of store-compliance audits and loss-prevention inspections, through a simple
to use yet powerful user interface.

SurveyToGo allows BSI staff to conduct store-compliance audits and loss-prevention
inspections while being either offline or online. Using the handheld device in conjunction
with the advanced rules and verification modules accelerates data collection and minimizes
data input errors when compared to paper forms. Audits and inspections are now sent back
to the main office through out the day and are automatically processed and analyzed. This
efficiency and speed means that business production got a tremendous boost, allowing BSI
to react to store compliance and loss prevention issues faster and with better accuracy.

Benefits
No matter where the field inspectors go, they can conduct audits and inspections, send
results and receive ongoing updates. Field data, which forms the basis for all storecompliance and loss-prevention inspection services, is received through out the day from all
over the country. Surveys are centrally managed, expensive delivery & typist costs are
saved, and data quality & availability is at an all time high.
Working with Windows Mobile devices offers a number of advantages especially through
the high data quality & availability, while due to the friendly user interface, BSI were able to
quickly train field surveyors to use the solution. The solution s ability to automatically
streamline information from the field to both the back-end systems and to final reports
means a sound and on-time end-product delivery.
The Mio 710 was chosen for its bright color screen, its camera, network and extensive expansion
capabilities which allow the device to be used in every kind of environment and to use any type of
expansion. As well as being the ideal mobile store-compliance audit and loss prevention inspection
tool, it can also deliver standard office applications using familiar software such as Pocket Outlook®
and Pocket Internet Explorer.
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